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(Received 15 July 2005; published 18 January 2006)0031-9007=The coherent interaction between a laser-driven single trapped atom and an optical high-finesse
resonator allows one to produce entangled multiphoton light pulses on demand. The mechanism is based
on the mechanical effect of light. The degree of entanglement can be controlled through the parameters of
the laser excitation. Experimental realization of the scheme is within reach of current technology. A
variation of the technique allows for controlled generation of entangled subsequent pulses, with the atomic
motion serving as intermediate memory of the quantum state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.023601 PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 03.67.Mn, 32.80.QkCoherently controlled atom-photon interfaces are the
basic building blocks of implementations of quantum in-
formation processing and secure telecommunication with
quantum optical systems. Experimental efforts towards this
goal have reached several remarkable milestones. For in-
stance, in the optical regime quantum correlations between
atomic gases and light have been created and explored
[1–4]; entanglement between a single trapped ion and a
single photon has been demonstrated [5]; and highly con-
trolled photonic interaction has been achieved with single
atoms flying through resonators [6–9], or with atoms or
ions trapped by an external potential inside an optical
cavity [10–14]. The latter experiments have demonstrated,
amongst others, the generation of Rabi oscillations be-
tween the atomic dipole and the cavity field [7,13], laser
action at the level of a single atom [6,10], and the creation
of single photons on demand [9,11,14]. In particular, in the
experiment of Ref. [14] single-photon wave packets of
adjustable shape and emission rate were generated. These
realizations access novel regimes of engineering atom-
photon interaction and open promising perspectives for
implementing controlled nonlinear dynamics with quan-
tum optical systems [15]. Besides its applications, this
progress touches on interesting fundamental questions,
such as how macroscopic nonlinear phenomena emerge
from the dynamics of single quantum systems.
In this context, we show here that a single cold trapped
atom in a high-finesse resonator can be used for the con-
trolled, quantum-coherent generation of entangled light
pulses, by exploiting the mechanical effects of atom-
photon interaction. The atom’s motional degrees of free-
dom act as a quantum medium that is used to establish
entanglement between two field modes or to store and
transmit quantum correlations between subsequent light
pulses with variable delay. In all cases, at the end of the
process the quantum medium is perfectly decorrelated
from the electromagnetic field modes.
The specific application that we describe is that after a
short coherent excitation pulse from the laser, the cavity06=96(2)=023601(4)$23.00 02360will emit a pulse of two-mode squeezed, i.e., entangled,
light. We also describe a variation of the scheme that
allows for controlled generation of entangled subsequent
pulses, with the atomic motion serving as intermediate
memory of the quantum state.
Our scheme extends concepts developed for macro-
scopic oscillators [16] to a single quantum optical system,
namely, to exploit the coupling between internal and ex-
ternal (motional) degrees of freedom for controlled, coher-
ent creation of nonclassical light. While this coupling is
extremely small in macroscopic systems, in atomic sys-
tems it is significant, thus moving its application for quan-
tum information processing within experimental reach.
Our study is also connected to ideas of mapping quantum
states of atoms onto light inside a resonator [17,18], and to
recent experimental and theoretical studies on quantum
correlations in light scattering [1–4,19–21]. The proposal
differs fundamentally from existing methods for generat-
ing pulsed squeezing [22] or intense pulses of polarization-
entangled photons [23], which employ nonlinear crystals
driven by a pulsed pump: in our case the microscopic
nature of the medium allows for full coherent control of
the light-matter quantum correlations and of the final
quantum state of the generated light.
We first focus on the coherent generation of simulta-
neous, entangled light pulses. The physical system is
sketched in Fig. 1. A single trapped atom of mass M, for
example, an ion in an ion trap [12,13], is situated inside a
high-finesse optical resonator and is driven by a laser. The
atomic center-of-mass motion is a quantum harmonic os-
cillator of frequency , described by the operators b, by,
which annihilate and create, respectively, a quantum of
motional energy @ (a phonon). The atom’s internal tran-
sition between states jgi and jei has resonance frequency
!0 and linewidth  and interacts with a laser at frequency
!L  !0  , where  is the detuning. The transition
couples also with two modes of the resonator at frequen-
cies !1;2  !L  , which are described by annihilation
and creation operators aj and ayj (j  1; 2). These modes1-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1 (color online). Layout of the system and energy dia-
gram. A single atom with internal energy levels jgi and jei is
confined by an external potential inside an optical resonator and
is driven by a laser. The orientation of the vibrational mode
under consideration has a nonzero projection onto the laser
direction. The harmonic motion modulates the laser frequency,
!L, and the Stokes and anti-Stokes components at !L   are
resonant with two cavity modes, labeled 1 and 2. The linewidth
of jei is , and  is the detuning between laser and atom.
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Assuming that the cavity and the laser are sufficiently far
off resonance with the atomic transition, jj  ; , the
atom’s internal degrees of freedom can be eliminated from
the dynamics, and coherent Raman transitions are driven
between the quantum motion and the cavity modes. They
are described by the effective Hamiltonian H  H1 H2
with
H1  i@1ay1by  H:c: (1)
H2  i@2ay2b H:c: (2)
Hamiltonian H1 describes simultaneous creation or anni-
hilation of a photon in mode 1 and a phonon, while H2
describes the exchange of excitation quanta between
mode 2 and the motion. The coupling constants for these
interactions are
1  g1

cosL
  i=2
1 cosc
 i=2

; (3)
2  g2

cosL
  i=2
2 cosc
 i=2

; (4)
where g1; g2 are the vacuum Rabi frequencies of the cavity
modes,  is the Rabi frequency of the laser, and  
@k2=2M
p
is the Lamb-Dicke parameter [24], for which
we assume  1, as typical for ion traps [25]. The
geometric terms add up coherently the mechanical effects
of laser and resonator [26], whereby L and c are the
angles between the trap axis and the wave vectors ~kL and ~kc
of the laser and the cavity, respectively (j ~kLj  j ~kcj  k);
the scalars 1, 2 depend on the field gradients of the
cavity modes at the trap center. We exploit the asymmetry
between 1 and 2 that originates from the different de-
tunings,  , of the two resonator modes from the
atomic resonance. On a time scale on which the dynamics
are coherent, this asymmetry is relevant if  .02360Let us now assume that a laser pulse of length T interacts
with the atom, whereby T  1 in order to ensure spectral
resolution of the two cavity modes. We further assume that
during this interaction incoherent processes such as spon-
taneous emission, cavity decay, and dephasing of the
center-of-mass motion can be neglected. The appropriate
parameter regime where these assumptions hold is dis-
cussed below. In this limit the dynamics are coherent and
described by Eqs. (1) and (2). For j2j> j1j the solution
of the corresponding Heisenberg equations are periodic
with frequency   j2j2  j1j2p [16]. In particular,
after a period T  = the two cavity modes exhibit
quantum correlations, namely
a1	T
  j2j
2  j1j2
2
a1	0
  2122 a
y
2 	0
; (5)
a2	T
  2122 a
y
1 	0
 
j1j2  j2j2
2
a2	0
: (6)
Moreover, the two modes are decoupled from the center-
of-mass oscillator, since b	T
  b	0
. This solution
implies that if at t  0 the state of the system is 	0
 
	  j0; 0ih0; 0j, where j0; 0i is the vacuum state for both
cavity modes and 	 is any state of the center-of-mass
oscillator (for instance, a thermal distribution), then at t 
T the state of the system is 	T
  	0  j ih j, where
j i 

1 r2
1 r2
 X1
n0

 2r
1 r2 e
i


njn; ni (7)
is a two-mode squeezed state of the two cavity modes,
exhibiting EPR entanglement [27,28]. In Eq. (7) the pa-
rameters are r  j2=1j and 
  arg	1
  arg	2
, and
jn; ni describes a state with n photons in each cavity mode.
The average number of photons per mode is hni 
4r2=	1 r2
2. Hence, if the laser pulse has duration T,
after the interaction the cavity modes are entangled with
one another and decorrelated from the quantum motion.
The motion plays a fundamental role in establishing the
entanglement; nevertheless, its initial state does not affect
the efficiency of the process.
Equation (7) describes the field inside the cavity at the
end of the laser interaction, provided that T  1; i.e.,
the laser pulse is much shorter than the cavity lifetime 1=.
This field is subsequently emitted from the cavity and
contributes to the total cavity output field with a source
term
E s 
X
j1;2
~E0jaj	t
  H:c:;
where aj	t
  aj	T
et for t > 0 [29]. Hence, Es de-
scribes a bichromatic pulse that exhibits two-mode squeez-
ing. The total output field is Eout  Es Ef, where Ef is
the free field contribution, i.e., the external vacuum modes
mixing withEs at the cavity output mirror. The total output1-2
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field exhibits the two-mode squeezing of the source field
over a time scale of 1=, provided that hni  1.
Analogously, the atomic motion can mediate quantum
correlations between subsequent pulses. A pair of en-
tangled pulses with finite, variable delay between them
can be obtained by coupling the atom to a single cavity
mode at frequency !c. In a first step, a laser pulse tuned to
!c   drives the atomic dynamics according to
Hamiltonian H1 [Eq. (1)] for a chosen interval of time.
At the end of the pulse the motion and the cavity mode are
in a two-mode squeezed state. After a delay T12  1=,
when the first light pulse has left the cavity, a second laser
pulse at frequency!c   drives the atom according to H2
[Eq. (2)]. With the appropriate pulse area, the previously
created quantum state of the motion will be transferred to
the cavity mode, such that the motion is decorrelated from
the field modes, and the second pulse leaving the cavity
exhibits correlated amplitude fluctuations with the first
one. Hence the motion acts as an intermediate memory
for the quantum state of the first pulse and mediates its
entanglement with the second one, with the memory time
limited only by the decoherence time of the ion motion,
which can be extremely long.
A generic experimental setup to measure the entangle-
ment of simultaneous pulses is shown in Fig. 2. The two-
mode output fieldEout is split by a polarizing beam splitter,
and the fluctuations of both modes are measured by bal-
anced homodyne detectors [27], using local oscillators
E	LO
1;2 with phases 1;2. We define the corresponding quad-
ratures of the two modes j  1; 2, Qj	j
  qj  qj,
where qj  ajeij  ayj eij are the quadratures of the
source fields and xj denote the corresponding quadratures
of the free fields. The measured currents at the detectors are
ij	t
  cjE	LO
j jQj, where c is a scaling parameter assumed
to be equal for the two modes. Time t, starting after the
laser pulse, is considered to be defined on a grid t, such
that t 1; i.e., fluctuations are recorded on a time scale
much faster than the cavity decay time [30]. The correla-PBS
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic setup for measuring relative
fluctuations between the two electromagnetic field modes at the
cavity output. PBS stands for polarizing beam splitter, BS for
beam splitter, and D for detector.
02360tions are measured through the difference current i	t
 
i1  i2  cjE	LO
j	Q1 Q2
, where we have set the two
local oscillator amplitudes equal. The current fluctuations
at time t are hi	t
2i / C	t
, where
C	t
  1 R	t

1R	t

hq1q2i
hq21i  hq22i
(8)
with R	t
  te2t	hq21i  hq22i
 and
hq21i  hq22i  	j1j2  j2j2
2  4j12j2=4; (9)
hq1q2i  Ref412	j1j2  j2j2
ei	12
=4g; (10)
and we have assumed that the free field is the coherent
vacuum field. The value C	t
  1 corresponds to the shot
noise limit for independent vacuum inputs into the homo-
dyne detectors. The correlations 	X1  X2
2 and 	P1 
P2
2 of the two orthogonal quadratures X and P are ob-
tained by setting 1  2  0 and 1  2  =2, re-
spectively, which leads to identical results for C	t
. Thus
C	t
< 1 is a signature (and, in fact, a quantitative measure
[28]) of EPR-type entanglement.
Figure 3 shows the signal C	t
 for different values of the
squeezing parameter r. A reduction below 10% of the shot
noise level is reached on a time scale of 1= for r  1:1.
About 110 photons per mode are created in this case. It
should be noted that for r close to 1, significant two-mode
squeezing is observed over several cavity decay times,
before the quantum noise level C	t
  1 is approached
when the number of photons remaining in the cavity
reaches the order of 1.
We now discuss the parameter regime in which our
description holds. Hamiltonians H1 and H2 are valid at
first order in the Lamb-Dicke expansion, when higher-
order, off-resonant, and inelastic scattering processes are
negligible. Elastic scattering processes have been traced0 1 2 3 4 50
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FIG. 3. Signal C as a function of time, for 1  2  0 and for
values of the parameter r  1:8; 1:5; 1:3; 1:1; 1:05 (from left to
right). A time resolution of t  =10 has been used. The other
parameters are discussed in the text.
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out from these dynamics, since they do not affect the
coherence properties of the center-of-mass oscillator and
of the cavity modes [31]. Spontaneous scattering of cavity
photons can be neglected if  g2j=2 (j  1; 2). The
motion is not affected by spontaneous scattering provided
that   22=2. Cavity decay is negligible during
the interaction if   . Moreover, Hamiltonians H1, H2
are based on the assumption that the cavity modes are
spectrally resolved, i.e.,  . Therefore, one important
inequality to be fulfilled is
   : (11)
Finally, coherence of the center-of-mass oscillator during
the whole time is a prerequisite for the efficiency of this
scheme. We note that the parameter r, which determines
the degree of entanglement, is controlled by the ratio =,
provided that  , and by the ratio g1=g2, i.e.,
the values of the vacuum Rabi frequencies at the trap
center [32].
The experimental conditions may, for example, be
achieved on a J  1=2 $ J0  1=2 or F  0 $ F0  1
atomic transition with the quantization axis ~B along the
cavity axis, and ~B, ~kL, and laser polarization ~EL mutually
orthogonal. The parameter regime can be accessed by an
indium ion which is confined by a trap at   2
3 MHz and whose intercombination line at  
2 360 kHz is laser-driven with Rabi frequency  
2 18 MHz and detuning   2 60 MHz. The ion
couples to two nondegenerate polarization modes of a
resonator of finesseF  106 and free spectral range ! 
2 1 GHz. With the resulting set of parameters
	g; ; 
=2  	500; 1; 360
 kHz, highly entangled
pulses, characterized by C	t
< 0:1, are observed on a
time scale of the order of 0.1 msec. To obtain similar results
with subsequent pulses requires a smaller Lamb-Dicke
factor, i.e., a tighter trap. However, only a single cavity
mode is needed, thereby relaxing several demanding con-
ditions on the properties of the cavity and on the pulse
duration, and thus allowing for a wider range of
applications.
To conclude, we have shown that the motion of a single
trapped atom inside an optical resonator can act as a
quantum medium, which mediates entanglement on de-
mand between simultaneous or subsequent radiation
pulses. The process is based on the mechanical effect of
light, which in the quantum regime allows for coherently
controlling the interaction and thereby the degree of en-
tanglement. It can be extended to the microwave regime by
suitably driving atomic microwave transitions in a setup
like the one discussed in [33]. In the future we will study
correlations in the continuous-wave excitation of the ion,
in the perspective of applications for quantum networking,
like, for instance, discussed in [34,35].
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